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Things to Photograph Indoors Using Your Mobile Phone
Using these tips take some pictures using your mobile phones.
Try some of the following ideas.
See if you can come up with some ideas of your own.
1. Light Bulb – lightbulbs are see through and can distort or blur whatever is behind it try and place
different object behind the bulb and see what affects you can achieve.

3. Cutlery. – lay the cutlery out on a blank surface to avoid distractions. Move it around and take it
from different angles, from below, from above and on the same level.

4. Eggs - place eggs in egg cups and rearrange them, also try taking pictures of cooked eggs as a
comparison.

5. Flowers – always an interesting picture to take, try and capture the details within the flower and if
you get really close to the flower you will capture more details, you will also notice that the
background becomes blurred increasing the appearance of detail, this is called depth of field, or you
may see or hear it referred to as DOF.

6. Fruit – to really make the fruit stand out place a coloured piece of card or fabric behind your fruit
arrangement. You could also try this with vegetables or other items of food.

7. Windows and reflections – have a look around you at windows especially shops and see what
pictures you can create using the reflections on the windows.

8. Books and magazines – capture fabulous colours of books rearrange them into the same colours
or alternative colours to create symmetrical patterns.

9. Shoes – take pictures of your shoes either on or off, use different angles and reposition them mix
all of your shoes together or take a picture of a single shoe.

10. Taps – as we are using taps a lot at the moment we have become really familiar with them, take
pictures of single taps, taps together, study the details and move around and watch the reflections
change.

11. Door handles – see how many different door handles you can photograph if possible take the
photos from different angles and look at the locks themselves. Try and focus on the detail of the
handles and get really close to them to take the pictures.

12. Glasses – if you wear glasses or have sun glasses they always make an interesting photograph,
place objects in front of them especially sun glasses and study the reflections. Look how sunlight
lights up what surface the glasses are placed on and distorts the shape of the glasses.

13. Board game or cards – create words with scrabble pieces and photograph them this works
particularly well if you change it to black and white. Take other pictures of games that you may have
try to be a little creative and just take small parts of the board that fill the whole picture frame or
even take pictures of the individual pieces each game has.

14. Sweets – sweets generally are very vibrant colours and interesting shapes, when you take a
picture of them try and fill the photograph frame completely with sweets. Try it from above and on
the same level.

15. Clock on wall – take pictures of your wall clock from different angles and even if its possible
take it down from the wall to change the angles even more, place it somewhere that you wouldn’t
expect to see a clock. Try and just take picture of parts of the clock as well as all of it to capture
more interesting details. Or place it in an unusual part of the picture frame.

